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2 Introduction 

2.1 Overview 

The systematic classification of some phenomena and the naming of the classes 
provides the common language which makes consistent communication possible 
[cited after T.M.F. Smitη]. 

In statistics, classifications or nomenclatures are basic instruments for the efficient 
collection and analysis of data from economic operators, social institutions, 
administrations, etc. Classifications are vital for the production of comparable 
statistical information and for its dissemination. 

 

2.2 Basic Requirements 

The EDI message CLASET is designed to exchange structured metadata, 
classifications and tree structures or codes lists and the links between them. These will 
be subsequently referred to as classifications. 

This message covers the following exchange scenarios : 
1. general information on classifications, 
2. all or part of the content or structure of a classification, 
3. data maintenance operations on classifications, 
4. all or part of the links between classifications, 
5. and, any combination of the above. 

The message has been designed in a generic way and provides mechanisms to 
describe the nature of the information exchanged within it. The message can be used 
to exchange requests and responses. 

This CLASET message will be used by organisations involved in data maintenance 
operations on classifications and by users of classifications: for example, to exchange 
statistical classifications, customs tariffs, product catalogues, organisation charts, 
tables of links between products, catalogues and official classifications. 

 

2.3 Readership 

This document is intended for the users of CLASET who wants to implement the 
message scenario “all or part of the content or structure of a classification” in XML. 
This is the use of CLASET that will be implemented by the classifications “normal” 
users that just want to exchange the structure of a classification and not the general 
information on a classification like the maintenance agencies, the maintenance 
operations and the links between classifications. 

 

2.4 Notation 

The notation used is based on the UML class diagrams. 
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3 Structure of a classification 
The structure of the classification part which is the backbone of the CLASET UML 
model consists of the “Classification - Level - Item” classes : 

 

11

1 0..*1 0..*
Item Level Classification  

 

 

 
0..1 0..* 

 Figure 1: Classification Structure 

 

• A classification can be composed of level(s) containing item(s) (or sublevel). 

• A level is part of one and only one classification. It is composed of items.A level 
can be the father of another level. 

• An item is part of one and only one level, and it can be composed of son items. 
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A CLASET is an XML message, it is not possible to implement it in this way with 
nested elements: an item has at the same time a father item and is contained inside a 
level. We decided to solve the problem implementing the classes in this way in the 
XML model. 
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Figure 2: Classification Implementation 

 

In this implementation, the “Item” elements are contained in the “Classification” 
element and we the link to the level that contains the item is done with an attribute. 

In order to be able to send a classification two other classes are needed: 

 

 LabelText Label 

 

 

 

The “Label” class is linked with “Classificati
by its name is used to send labels. This class 
a label, the text of the label is sent in the cl
send a classification in many languages send
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4 Detail of the classes 
 

Remark: As this guide is meant for users that want to only send the structure of a 
classification and the labels, this documentation is only limited to the relevant XML 
elements and attributes. 

 

4.1 Claset 

 
Definition This is the root element of the message. It contains general 

information about the message. 

Attributes 

version Version number of the message. Use number “1”. 

release Release number of the message. Use number “0”. 

reference Reference number of the exchange. Value assigned by the sender. 

Sub elements 
((Classification)*) 

Classification Contains the classification sent in the message. 

Example 
<Claset reference="MyRef001" version="1" release="0"> 
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4.2 Classification 

 
Definition A classification describes the division of a set of objects, such as 

activities, products and goods into subsets. Often subsets are 
divided again into subsets of a deeper level up until the deepest and 
final level is reached. 

A classification divided into several levels is called “hierarchical”, 
a one-level classification is called “linear”. A classification could 
be seen as a controlled language enabling the user to define 
concepts and to relate them to codes. 
Synonym: NOMENCLATURE 

Attributes 

id Identifier of the classification, language independent. Its unique 
identifier is composed of a classification identifier; the version 
number or the revision number is not part of the classification 
identifier. 
e.g. Eurostat/NC, ISO 3166, etc. 

version Identifier of the version 5 number which is part of the second level 
of identification for a classification. 
e.g. 88 (millesime) 

Sub elements 
(Label*, Level?, Item*) 

Label Label of the classification. 

Level Contains the level of the classification. 

Item Contains the items of the classification. 

Example 
<Classification id="NACE REV1" version="1995"> 

<Label qualifier="Usual"> 
<LabelText language="EN">Nomenclature of economic activities in the 
European Union</LabelText> 

</Label> 
<!--Interrupted markup --> 

</Classification> 
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4.3 Level 

 
Definition A level can be defined as consisting of all separate items which 

cover the entire field of a classification and which are characterised 
by homogeneous coding. 

Attributes 

Id Identifier of the level. 
e.g. 1 (hierarchical number of the level) 
 NACE500 (number of items),  
 HS4 (codification), 
 NACE 4th level, etc. 

Sub elements 
(Label*, Level?) 

Label Label of the level. 

Level Contains the sublevel. 

Example 
<Level id="1"> 

<Label qualifier="Usual"> 
<LabelText language="EN">Section</LabelText> 

</Label> 
<Level id="2"> 

<Label qualifier="Usual"> 
<LabelText language="EN">Subsection</LabelText> 

</Label> 
<!--Interrupted markup --> 

</Level> 
</Level> 
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4.4 Item 

 
Definition An item is the elementary unit within each level (can be broken 

down into items at the next level). 

Attributes 

Id Identifier of the Item 
e.g. AA.01 
 (a string composed by 2 alphanumeric characters, 
 a separator character, 2 numbers, etc.) 

Sub elements 
(Label*, Item*) 

Label Label of the item. 

Item Contains the sub item. 

Example 
<Item id="02.0" idLevel="4"> 

<Label qualifier="Usual"> 
<LabelText language="EN">Forestry, logging and related service activities 
</LabelText> 

</Label> 
<Item id="02.01" idLevel="5"> 

<Label qualifier="Usual"> 
<LabelText language="EN">Forestry and logging</LabelText> 

</Label> 
</Item> 
<Item id="02.02" idLevel="5"> 

<Label qualifier="Usual"> 
<LabelText language="EN">Forestry and logging related service 
activities</LabelText> 

</Label> 
</Item> 

</Item> 
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4.5 Label 

 
Definition A label gives the title of the ‘node’ (classification, level or item) to 

which he is associated. 

Attributes 

qualifier Qualifier of the label. For processing purposes, it is recommended 
(but not mandatory) to mention the value “Usual”. 

Sub elements 
(LabelText+) 

LabelText Text of the label. 

Example 
<Label qualifier="Usual"> 

<LabelText language="EN">Forestry, logging and related service activities 
</LabelText> 

</Label> 
 

 

4.6 LabelText 

 
Definition Text associated to a label. 

Attributes 

language Language of the text. 

Sub elements 
none 

Example 
<LabelText language="EN">Forestry, logging and related service activities</LabelText> 

<LabelText language="FR">Sylviculture, exploitation forestière, services annexes 
</LabelText> 
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5 Annexes and related information 

5.1 Full CLASET XML DTD 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<!--DTD 02/07/2002--> 
<!ELEMENT Claset (Date?, (Classification | LinkSet | SubSet)*)> 
<!ATTLIST Claset 
 version CDATA #IMPLIED 
 release CDATA #IMPLIED 
 reference CDATA #IMPLIED 
> 
<!ELEMENT Classification (Label*, Property*, Event*, Date*, 
ResponsibleAgency*, Level?, Item*)> 
<!ATTLIST Classification 
 id CDATA #REQUIRED 
 version CDATA #IMPLIED 
 nbLevels CDATA #IMPLIED 
 type (Classification | ValueList | OrganisationChart | 
GeneralInfo | Other) #IMPLIED 
 status (Draft | Live | Expired) #IMPLIED 
 visibilityCriteria (Unrestricted | Restricted) #IMPLIED 
 function (Add | Delete | Freeze | New | Replace) #IMPLIED 
> 
<!ELEMENT Date (#PCDATA)> 
<!ATTLIST Date 
 type (Preparation | Request | Start | End | Event) #REQUIRED 
 format CDATA #REQUIRED 
> 
<!ELEMENT ResponsibleAgency (AgencyContact*)> 
<!ATTLIST ResponsibleAgency 
 id CDATA #REQUIRED 
 name CDATA #IMPLIED 
 role (Compilation | Maintenance | Dissemination | Reference) 
#REQUIRED 
 language CDATA #IMPLIED 
> 
<!ELEMENT AgencyContact (ContactAddress*, ContactCity?, ContactZip?, 
ContactCountry?, ContactCommunication*)> 
<!ATTLIST AgencyContact 
 id CDATA #IMPLIED 
 name CDATA #IMPLIED 
 function CDATA #REQUIRED 
> 
<!ELEMENT ContactAddress (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT ContactCity (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT ContactZip (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT ContactCountry (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT ContactCommunication (#PCDATA)> 
<!ATTLIST ContactCommunication 
 type CDATA #REQUIRED 
> 
<!ELEMENT Event (Date*)> 
<!ATTLIST Event 
 step (Compilation | Maintenance | Dissemination | Reference) 
#IMPLIED 
 operation (Created | Updated | Deleted | Rectified) #REQUIRED 
> 
<!ELEMENT Property (Event*, Date*, PropertyQualifier*)> 
<!ATTLIST Property 
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 name (Footnote | ExplanatoryNote | Note | Name | Comment | 
Context | Objects | Keyword | Family | Area | Generic) #REQUIRED 
 genericName CDATA #IMPLIED 
 type (Official | Unofficial) #IMPLIED 
 status (Updated | Draft | Revised | Final) #IMPLIED 
 visibilityCriteria (Unrestricted | Restricted) #IMPLIED 
 function (Add | Delete | Freeze | New | Replace) #IMPLIED 
 dataType (A | AN | N) #IMPLIED 
 minLength CDATA #IMPLIED 
 maxLength CDATA #IMPLIED 
> 
<!ELEMENT PropertyQualifier ((PropertyText, RelItem*)*)> 
<!ATTLIST PropertyQualifier 
 name (PlainText | Comment | Value | CentralContent | 
LimitContent | Exclusions | Rules | Note | Generic) #REQUIRED 
 genericName CDATA #IMPLIED 
 language CDATA #IMPLIED 
> 
<!ELEMENT PropertyText (#PCDATA)> 
<!ATTLIST PropertyText 
 type (Subtitle | Content | Description | Example) #REQUIRED 
> 
<!ELEMENT RelItem EMPTY> 
<!ATTLIST RelItem 
 id CDATA #REQUIRED 
> 
<!ELEMENT Level (Label*, Property*, Event*, Date*, Level?)> 
<!ATTLIST Level 
 id CDATA #REQUIRED 
 version CDATA #IMPLIED 
 nbItems CDATA #IMPLIED 
 type (Dummy | Uncoded) #IMPLIED 
 qualifier CDATA #IMPLIED 
 codingStructure CDATA #IMPLIED 
 visibilityCriteria (Unrestricted | Restricted) #IMPLIED 
 function (Add | Delete | Freeze | New | Replace) #IMPLIED 
> 
<!ELEMENT Item (Label*, Property*, Event*, Date*, Item*)> 
<!ATTLIST Item 
 id CDATA #REQUIRED 
 idLevel CDATA #REQUIRED 
 version CDATA #IMPLIED 
 type (DummyGrouping | DummyDegrouping | OfficialGrouping | 
Uncoded) #IMPLIED 
 status (Updated | Draft | Revised | Final) #IMPLIED 
 visibilityCriteria (Unrestricted | Restricted) #IMPLIED 
 function (Add | Delete | Freeze | New | Replace) #IMPLIED 
> 
<!ELEMENT Label (Event*, Date*, LabelText+)> 
<!ATTLIST Label 
 qualifier (Full | Usual | Normalised | Context) #IMPLIED 
 type (Official | Unofficial) #IMPLIED 
 status (Updated | Draft | Revised | Final) #IMPLIED 
 visibilityCriteria (Unrestricted | Restricted) #IMPLIED 
 function (Add | Delete | Freeze | New | Replace) #IMPLIED 
> 
<!ATTLIST LabelText 
 language CDATA #IMPLIED 
> 
<!ELEMENT SubSet (Label*, Property*, Event*, Date*, 
ResponsibleAgency*, (Classification | Level | Item | 
ClassificationLink | LevelLink | ItemLink)*)> 
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<!ATTLIST SubSet 
 id CDATA #REQUIRED 
 version CDATA #IMPLIED 
 type (Domain | Field | Area) #IMPLIED 
 visibilityCriteria (Unrestricted | Restricted) #IMPLIED 
 function (Add | Delete | Freeze | New | Replace) #IMPLIED 
> 
<!ELEMENT LinkSet (Label*, Property*, Event*, Date*, 
ResponsibleAgency*, (ClassificationLink | LevelLink | ItemLink)*)> 
<!ATTLIST LinkSet 
 id CDATA #REQUIRED 
 version CDATA #IMPLIED 
 type (Correspondence | Overlapping | Group | Degroup | Historic 
| Hierarchic) #IMPLIED 
 visibilityCriteria (Unrestricted | Restricted) #IMPLIED 
 function (Add | Delete | Freeze | New | Replace) #IMPLIED 
> 
<!ELEMENT ClassificationLink (Property*, Event*, Date*)> 
<!ATTLIST ClassificationLink 
 id CDATA #REQUIRED 
 source CDATA #REQUIRED 
 target CDATA #REQUIRED 
 version CDATA #IMPLIED 
 type (Normal | Hierarchic | Correspondence | Dependency | 
Successor | Predecessor | Simple | Multiple) #IMPLIED 
 visibilityCriteria (Unrestricted | Restricted) #IMPLIED 
 function (Add | Delete | Freeze | New | Replace) #IMPLIED 
> 
<!ELEMENT LevelLink (Property*, Event*, Date*)> 
<!ELEMENT LabelText (#PCDATA)> 
<!ATTLIST LevelLink 
 id CDATA #REQUIRED 
 version CDATA #IMPLIED 
 source CDATA #REQUIRED 
 target CDATA #REQUIRED 
 type (Normal | Hierarchic | Correspondence | Dependency | 
Successor | Predecessor | Simple | Multiple) #IMPLIED 
 visibilityCriteria (Unrestricted | Restricted) #IMPLIED 
 function (Add | Delete | Freeze | New | Replace) #IMPLIED 
> 
<!ELEMENT ItemLink (Property*, Event*, Date*, ItemSource, 
ItemTarget+)> 
<!ATTLIST ItemLink 
 id CDATA #REQUIRED 
 type (Normal | Hierarchic | Correspondence | Dependency | 
Successor | Predecessor | Simple | Multiple) #IMPLIED 
 visibilityCriteria (Unrestricted | Restricted) #IMPLIED 
 function (Add | Delete | Freeze | New | Replace) #IMPLIED 
> 
<!ELEMENT ItemSource EMPTY> 
<!ATTLIST ItemSource 
 id CDATA #REQUIRED 
 weight CDATA #REQUIRED 
> 
<!ELEMENT ItemTarget EMPTY> 
<!ATTLIST ItemTarget 
 id CDATA #REQUIRED 
 weight CDATA #REQUIRED 
> 
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Text version: 

clasetxml.dtd

 
 

5.2 Example of XML file 

NaceRev1_2002.xml

 
 

5.3 CLASET Links 

5.3.1 Information and Documentation about CLASET 

http://forum.europa.eu.int/dsis rubric “EDI and Statistics”; “Library”. 

 

5.3.2 CLASET Toolbox 

http://clasetinst.infeurope.lu  

http://forum.europa.eu.int/dsis
http://clasetinst.infeurope.lu/
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